Celebrate the Rose Festival! Exclusively at our Columbus Garden Center location.

June 2019 Stay tuned via Social Media.
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All My Loving (FRYrapture), located in the Hybrid Tea Rose section.
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35 Acres of Gardening Pleasure

www.oaklandnursery.com
Welcome to Central Ohio’s Rose Headquarters. We invite you to inspect and compare our quality roses. We have nearly 300 varieties and over 10,000 plants available. We doubt you will find a more complete selection of quality hand-potted roses. Our potted roses are No. 1 grade, two years old, and ready to plant. They have been hand-groomed with the finest materials available so you can plant successfully all season.

With the convenience of four locations and our commitment to provide quality products and customer service, we invite you to explore and experience 35 acres of gardening pleasure.

Container size: #3 (2.5 gal/9.46L)

**Hybrid Tea & Grandiflora Roses**

- Luscious. Each large, circular bloom softly opens to a soft pink. The fragrance is delicate andoholic. The bush is very disease resistant. 
- ELEANORA. Large, orange and yellow blooms with a strong fragrance. The bush is very disease resistant. 
- ELINA. One of the world’s best roses with large, full, yellow flowers and deep green foliage. 
- HAPPY GO LUCKY. Big and full blooms in pure, happy yellow. Fruity tea fragrance with bushy and showy habit with excellent disease resistance. 
- MARCO POLO. Hybrid tea. Magnificent bright yellow blooms with a strong citrus fragrance. 
- MELLOW YELLOW. An offspring of award-winning “Midas Touch” with non-fading, fuller blooms in clear yellow. Long stems, fruity fragrance, and vigorous upright growth. 
- MICHELANGEO. Strong, sweet lemon fragrance exudes from old-fashioned blooms with rich golden petals. Upright bush with long cutting stems adorned in dark green foliage. 

**Yellow**

- CH-CHING! Grandiflora. Long-lasting, glowing yellow blooms with the added bonus of strong, sweet spice and fruit fragrance. A consistent performer with vigor and flower power like its parent, 2007 AARS winner, “Strike It Rich.”
- ELEGANZA SUNNY SKY. Hybrid tea. Very hardy, large flowered yellow with exceptional disease resistance. 
- ELINA. One of the world’s best roses with large, full, yellow flowers and deep green foliage. 
- HAPPY GO LUCKY. Grandiflora. Big and full blooms in pure, happy yellow. Fruity tea fragrance with bushy and showy habit with excellent disease resistance. 
- MARCO POLO. Hybrid tea. Magnificent bright yellow blooms with a strong citrus fragrance. 
- MELLOW YELLOW. An offspring of award-winning “Midas Touch” with non-fading, fuller blooms in clear yellow. Long stems, fruity fragrance, and vigorous upright growth. 
- MICHELANGEO. Strong, sweet lemon fragrance exudes from old-fashioned blooms with rich golden petals. Upright bush with long cutting stems adorned in dark green foliage.

**RED**

- BLACK BACCARA. The velvety texture of the petals and unique color will be an instant success in your garden. 
- BLACK MAGIC. Hybrid tea. The bloom is a very dark red, and has a high centered form.

**HYBRID TEA & GRANDIFLORA ROSES**

- MOONLIGHT ROMANTICA. Hybrid tea. This rose displays large light yellow full double flowers that are fragrant. 
- MIDAS TOUCH. Long lasting, stunning neon yellow color, vigorous, productive, fruity fragrance. 
- ST PATRICK. Chartreuse buds open to long lasting, soft yellow gold flowers tinged green, sweet fragrance. 
- SUNNY SKY. Hybrid tea. A very hardy, large-flowered yellow hybrid tea with exceptional disease resistance.

**KEY**

- denotes intense fragrance
- denotes own root
- denotes All America Rose Selections
Welcome to Central Ohio's Rose Headquarters. We invite you to inspect and compare our quality with roses that have graceful long buds, classically.

- **LEGENDS**: giant classic buds open into goliath blossoms with fruity fragrance and huge, ruffled petals saturated rich ruby red from start to finish. Medium, upright bush with long cutting stems. Oprah Winfrey contributed to the selection of this rose to commemorate the outstanding women she honored.

- **NEW 2019**: red masterpiece, hybrid tea. Velvety dark red blooms with an intense rich fragrance.

- **WHITE**: full sail, heavy honeyuckle perfume blesses this sport (natural mutation) of "New Zealand" in bright white with good flower form, glossy foliage, disease resistance.

- **PINK**: all my loving, this rose is a true hybrid tea with one large flower per stem. Whether you live in a colder, rainy area of the country or the sunshine state of California, the color will stay true until the petals drop and the plant will reward you with large clean leaves.

**Price**

- **NEW**: 24.99
- **Potted**: Price
NEW 2019

ALL DRESSED UP. Grandiflora. Globular quartered and double pink blooms on a medium-tall plant. Mild tea fragrance. NEW ................................. 24.99

BEVERLY
Hybrid tea Pink flowers, large blooms and strong fragrance. ﬂ ................................. 24.99

DEE-LISH, hybrid tea. Large, deep non-fading pink blooms with very strong verbena/citrus fragrance. ﬂ NEW ................................. 24.99

ELIZABETH TAYLOR, lots of shapely buds, hot pink blooms with smoky edges, excellent for cutting, light spice perfume .................................................. 19.99

ELEGANZA FIJI
Hybrid tea. Dark cherry pink with frilled outer petals. NEW ................................. 24.99

FIRST PRIZE
Top exhibition rose. Large, high centered blooms of blended rose pink. 1978 AARS winner .................................................. 24.99

FRANCES MEILLAND™, named to honor the 100th birthday of the breeder of the famous “Peace” rose, this tall, stately bush is the first hybrid tea to win an AARS award under no-spray conditions, as well as the German ADR award under similar trials. High centered, fully petaled, luminous shell pink blooms on long stems with intense strong fruit and citrus perfume. A true breakthrough in hybridizing, 2013 AARS winner .................................................. 24.99

GRAND DAME™, nodding clusters of full, old-fashioned blooms of rich rose pink saturated in intense Old Rose fragrance. Tall, shubbery plant with deep green leaves on low-dimension stems .................................................. 24.99

MEMORIAL DAY™, fragrance to remember – powerful, room-filling damask rose – and blooms to celebrate – huge, fully-petaled orchid pink – combined in an extremely vigorous, productive, disease resistant plant 2004 AARS winner .................................................. 24.99

MIRANDA LAMBERT, hybrid tea. Medium-tall. Fully double with rich grey-green foliage. Phenomenal fragrance, big blossom over five inch in diameter. Hot pink color .................................................. 24.99

MISS ALL-AMERICAN BEAUTY, large, very full deep hot pink, strong tea rose fragrance. 1968 AARS winner .................................................. 19.99

PERFUME DELIGHT, deep rose pink, large shapely blooms, strong damask rose fragrance. 1974 AARS winner .................................................. 19.99

PINK PROMISE, a promise of the National Breast Cancer Foundation to “Find A Cure”. A promise to you in your garden to fill your senses with delicate pink and cream, exquisitely formed blooms graced with delectable fruity fragrance. Fill your life and others’ with a vase full of long-stemmed beauties that benefit the campaign to search for a cure. 2005 AARS winner .................................................. 24.99

PRETTY LADY ROSE, hybrid tea. Medium. The long lasting large flower coloration is enhanced by the sweet scented peony and spices fragrance. Dark ever pink .................................................. 24.99

QUEEN ELIZABETH. Grandiflora, profuse, long-stemmed clusters of clear pink, full blooms, tea rose fragrance. The first Grandiflora rose. 1955 AARS winner .................................................. 19.99

THE McARTNEY ROSE, hybrid tea. The large, deep pink buds mature to a massive blooms. The fragrance of this hybrid tea is mesmerizing. ................................. 24.99

TIFFANY, hybrid tea. The rose maintain a lovely symmetry of form and the cool pink blooms shaded with a golden glow at the heart are very fragrant. 1955 AARS winner .................................................. 24.99

WWII MEMORIAL ROSE, hybrid tea. Light pink high-centered hybrid tea rose named after the memorial honoring the Greatest Generation. Wonderfully strong, sweet fragrance. ﬂ NEW ................................. 24.99

Hybrid Tea & Grandiflora Roses

ORANGE

BEAUTIFUL DAY, hybrid tea. Monstrous buds open into humungous delectable apricot blossoms on strong long stems. NEW .................................................. 24.99

TROPICANA, long stemmed, fully double blooms in clear coral orange, raspberry and lime fruit fragrance. 1963 AARS winner .................................................. 19.99

Hybrid Tea & Grandiflora Roses

LAVENDER

BARBRA STREISAND, powerful rose and citrus blossom perfume pours from large, richly blended lavender blooms with dark glossy foliage on a bushy upright plant .................................................. 24.99

BLUE GIRL, this 50 year old “girl” – a break-through in blue roses then – yet a favorite with rosarians and gardeners alike for her perfect form, silvery lilac-lavender color, fruity fragrance, and plant vigor .................................................. 19.99

FRAGRANT PLUM, Grandiflora. Smoky lavender blooms with purple blush on long cutting stems, strong fruity fragrance .................................................. 19.99

HEIRLOOM, shapely lilac and lavender blooms with strong, sweet fragrance blending scents of wine, apple, and ripe raspberry. Dark glossy foliage adorns strong stems for cutting .................................................. 19.99

NEPTUNE, intense drifts of sweet rose perfume flow freely from generously sized, full blossoms of rich lavender edged with purple. Vigorous plant with large glossy leaves .................................................. 24.99

STERLING SILVER, hybrid tea. Lavender blooms with silver undertones. Strong citrus fragrance and virtually thornless plant are added bonuses for this rose. ﬂ NEW .................................................. 19.99

TWILIGHT ZONE

NEW OFFERINGS

BARBRA STREISAND, powerful rose and citrus blossom perfume pours from large, richly blended lavender blooms with dark glossy foliage on a bushy upright plant .................................................. 24.99

BLUE GIRL, this 50 year old “girl” – a break-through in blue roses then – yet a favorite with rosarians and gardeners alike for her perfect form, silvery lilac-lavender color, fruity fragrance, and plant vigor .................................................. 19.99

FRAGRANT PLUM, Grandiflora. Smoky lavender blooms with purple blush on long cutting stems, strong fruity fragrance .................................................. 19.99

HEIRLOOM, shapely lilac and lavender blooms with strong, sweet fragrance blending scents of wine, apple, and ripe raspberry. Dark glossy foliage adorns strong stems for cutting .................................................. 19.99

NEPTUNE, intense drifts of sweet rose perfume flow freely from generously sized, full blossoms of rich lavender edged with purple. Vigorous plant with large glossy leaves .................................................. 24.99

STERLING SILVER, hybrid tea. Lavender blooms with silver undertones. Strong citrus fragrance and virtually thornless plant are added bonuses for this rose. ﬂ NEW .................................................. 19.99

TWILIGHT ZONE

NEW OFFERINGS

BARBRA STREISAND, powerful rose and citrus blossom perfume pours from large, richly blended lavender blooms with dark glossy foliage on a bushy upright plant .................................................. 24.99

BLUE GIRL, this 50 year old “girl” – a break-through in blue roses then – yet a favorite with rosarians and gardeners alike for her perfect form, silvery lilac-lavender color, fruity fragrance, and plant vigor .................................................. 19.99

FRAGRANT PLUM, Grandiflora. Smoky lavender blooms with purple blush on long cutting stems, strong fruity fragrance .................................................. 19.99

HEIRLOOM, shapely lilac and lavender blooms with strong, sweet fragrance blending scents of wine, apple, and ripe raspberry. Dark glossy foliage adorns strong stems for cutting .................................................. 19.99

NEPTUNE, intense drifts of sweet rose perfume flow freely from generously sized, full blossoms of rich lavender edged with purple. Vigorous plant with large glossy leaves .................................................. 24.99

STERLING SILVER, hybrid tea. Lavender blooms with silver undertones. Strong citrus fragrance and virtually thornless plant are added bonuses for this rose. ﬂ NEW .................................................. 19.99
**Hybrid Tea & Grandiflora Roses**

**BLENDS**


**CALIFORNIA DREAMIN’**

**Parentage:** Hybrid Tea. White and pink blooms with a strong citrus fragrance. ............................................ 24.99

**Foliage:** Medium cupped to flat, high centered; reflexed

**Height/Habit:** Tall; Slender, upright, vigorous

**Bloom/Petals:** Large, dark red, full and flawless blooms of golden yellow edged in ruby red with mildew resistant. Strong stems. Very floriferous, vigorous, tall bushy plant with exceptional disease resistance. 2009 AARS winner. .............. 19.99

**FRAGRANCE:** Serenity

**GARDEN PARTY**

**Parentage:** Hybrid Tea. Blooms are ivory to white flushed with pink. 1960 AARS winner. ............................................................ 24.99

**Foliage:** Medium old-fashioned. Very hardy

**Height/Habit:** Medium cupeped to flat, high centered;

**Bloom/Petals:** Medium old-fashioned. Very hardy

**Fragrance:** Sweet

**GEMINI™**

**Parentage:** Long lasting, abundant exhibition-quality blooms in rich cream and coral pink blend. Long stems, light fragrance. 2000 AARS winner. .............. 24.99

**Foliage:** Light green to reddish green

**Height/Habit:** Tall; Slender, upright, vigorous

**Bloom/Petals:** Large, dark red

**Fragrance:** Grapefruit and citrus fragrance

**GOOD AS GOLD™**

**Parentage:** Double and formal, medium large blooms in deep golden orange-yellow blend with touch of red at finish. Tall, bushy shrub produces 24.99

**Foliage:** Light green to reddish green

**Height/Habit:** Tall; Slender, upright, vigorous

**Bloom/Petals:** Large, deep green

**Fragrance:** Musky

**GRANADA**

**Parentage:** Hybrid Tea. Its blooms are a colorful blend of rose, orange, nasturtium red and lemon yellow. This rose is a perfect combination of beauty and fragrance. 1964 AARS winner .................................................. 24.99

**Foliage:** Medium old-fashioned. Very hardy

**Height/Habit:** Medium old-fashioned. Very hardy

**Bloom/Petals:** Medium old-fashioned. Very hardy

**Fragrance:** Sweet

**LIV TYLER**

**Parentage:** Hybrid Tea. Coral pink flowers, strong ripe apricot, peach fragrance. Long, strong stems perfect for 24.99

**Foliage:** Medium old-fashioned. Very hardy

**Height/Habit:** Medium old-fashioned. Very hardy

**Bloom/Petals:** Medium old-fashioned. Very hardy

**Fragrance:** Sweet

**LOVE & PEACE”**

**Parentage:** Sibling of the famous “Peace” that pairs up lots of big and full blooms in soft yellow blushed pink with an attractive bushy plant loaded with glossy green leaves very tolerant to mildew and blackspot. Mild sweet fragrance. 2002 AARS winner ...................... 24.99

**Foliage:** Medium old-fashioned. Very hardy

**Height/Habit:** Medium old-fashioned. Very hardy

**Bloom/Petals:** Medium old-fashioned. Very hardy

**Fragrance:** Sweet

**Marilyn Monroe™**

**Parentage:** Creamy apricot blooms with classic form, mild fragrance, long cutting stems last long in the vase. 2011 AARS winner. .............................. 24.99

**Foliage:** Medium old-fashioned. Very hardy

**Height/Habit:** Medium old-fashioned. Very hardy

**Bloom/Petals:** Medium old-fashioned. Very hardy

**Fragrance:** Sweet
**NEW YEAR**

**Grandiflora.** Orange and golden yellow blooms. Excellent disease resistance. 1987 AARS winner ........................................ 24.99

**PARADE DAY**

Grandiflora. Fuchsia pink stripe with bright white blooms. Strong citrus like fragrance. ............................................................ 24.99

**PARADISE**

Hybrid tea. If your idea of paradise is a garden filled with roses that have gracefully long stems classically formed blooms, shaded silvery lavender with ruby red edges and a lovely distinctive fragrance, then this rose is for you. 1979 AARS winner ........................................ 24.99

**PEACE**

The world’s most famous rose that sets the standards for all other roses of the 20th century. Very large and full blooms in lemony yellow edged pure pink, mild fruity fragrance. 1946 AARS winner ........................................ 19.99

**PEACH SWIRL**

Features stripes of apricot, peach and pink along with strong fragrance of spice and fruit ........................................................... 24.99

**PINKERBELLE**

Hybrid Tea. Very unique strong spicy verbena fragrance. Light pink and lavender petals suffused with cream. NEW ................. 24.99

**PRINCESS CHARLENE DE MONACO**

Hybrid tea. A very beautiful and romantic hybrid tea rose. Very fragrant flowers are full double and light apricot to shell pink in color. It is an excellent choice for cut flower use. NEW ........................................ 24.99

**RING OF FIRE**

This bawdy plant is a bouquet making machine, giving swarms of flower with each bloom cycle. Unveil deep colors of orange, coral and ginger. ........................................ 24.99

**SAVANNAH**

Hybrid tea. A very hardy and disease resistant salmon blushed rose. This compact rose produces very fragrant very double blooms. ........................................................................................................ 24.99

**SECRET**


**SHREVEPORT**


**SMOKIN’ HOT**

Hybrid tea. Tall. You can clearly see the smoky purple overlay on the fiery orange petals of Smokin’ Hot. Quite unique! Multi-color .................. 24.99

**SMOKIN’ HOT®**

This category combines Floribunda, Shrub and Rugosa roses to create a simplified list for you to color your landscape with winter hearty, low maintenance, disease resistant roses with early and quick repeating color all season. These roses are all-season flowering shrubs with blooms in clusters of small to large flowers, single to double form. Floribunda are usually grafted. Shrub and Rugosa are usually on their own root stock. Growth habits include ground cover, low to medium, and tall as described. Enjoy!!! († Denotes own root)

**RED**

**BRICK HOUSE**

Floribunda. Has an excellent strong, dark red flower color and reblooms throughout the season with a lot of fower power. Excellent disease resistance, performs well on its own roots. NEW ........................................................................................................ 24.99
CANYON ROAD, Floribunda. It shows good tolerance to disease and maintains a pleasing habit ........................................... 24.99

CHERI, easy to grow, this exceptionally disease tolerant shrub is a carefree choice for gardens and landscaping ........................................... 24.99

CARDINAL, shrub. Brilliant red flowers. Prolific bloomer with glossy green foliage. Easy to grow. Exceptional disease tolerant shrub. It is a carefree choice for gardens and landscape ........................................... 24.99


CHILDREN’S HOPE, shrub. Children’s hope has shown excellent performance in most climates of the country with very good disease resistance ........................................... 24.99

DANCING IN THE DARK, Floribunda. Intense deep red blooms developing to almost black with a bushy upright habit is a head turner in any garden. NEW ........................................... 24.99

DESCMOND TUTU, Floribunda. Large elegant deep red flowers ........................................... 24.99

DOUBLE KNOCK OUT®, shrub. Seedling of the famous “Knock Out”® with all of its easy-to-grow, blackspot resistant, and floriferous qualities, but with double, more “true rose” blooms in cherry to light red. More compact habit than its parent, an excellent choice for smaller gardens ........................................... 24.99

DROP DEAD RED, Floribunda. Rich red velvet with classic tea fragrance. Grow this magnet with your favorite(s) in mind. Double, medium large blooms in red velvet color that lasts to the finish. Medium upright and bushy plant with shiny green foliage. Perfect fit in your garden ........................................... 24.99

FIRE MEIDILAND, shrub. Bright red color. Excellent for mass plantings and erosion control. It is ideal for slopes and banks. Low spreading habit ........................................... 24.99

HOME RUN®, shrub. Offspring of famous Knock Out® rose in vibrant flaming red with added disease resistance to powdery mildew as well as blackspot. Rapid repeat bloom, medium bushy and rounded habit. Ideal flowering shrub for the landscape ........................................... 19.99

KNOCK OUT®, shrub. Bright cherry red to dark pink, lightly fragrant, single blooms all season on a medium-sized shrub. Cold hardy and blackspot resistant, truly carefree. 2000 AARS winner ........................................... 24.99

MIRACLE ON THE HUDSON™, shrub. Bred from “Home Run®” with its true red color and rounded, bushy habit, yet with larger, semi-double blooms. Also, like parent, a true hero over blackspot & powdery mildew, a true hero in any sunny site. A tribute to the crew and passengers of Flight 1549 who championed disaster into a miracle on the Hudson River 2009 ........................................... 24.99

RED DRIFT®, shrub. Petite red blooms in copious clusters yield an all season show on compact (1.5 x 2.5 ft), disease resistant flowering shrub. Excellent for front borders, rock walls, edges ........................................... 24.99

RUBY MEIDILAND, shrub. The abundant clusters of double ruby-red blooms. Will bloom continuously from spring until frost. Use as hedge, border foundation plant ........................................... 24.99


SPARKLE AND SHINE™, Floribunda. Showy apricot color your landscape with all season showy apricot flowers. Perfect for smaller gardens. PASSIONATELY DIVINE™ 2010 AARS winner ........................................... 24.99

SUNNY KNOCK OUT®, shrub. Medium shrub. Clusters of double blooms with fruity caramel orange, full blooms with fruity fragrance. Medium upright and bushy plant with shiny green foliage. Perfect fit in your garden ........................................... 24.99

EDITH DARLING, shrub. This rose is perfect to fill a container or a confined spot in the garden with a great flowering show of fragrant, full sized blooms. ........................................... 24.99

EDITH DARLING, shrub. This rose is perfect to fill a container or a confined spot in the garden with a great flowering show of fragrant, full sized blooms. ........................................... 24.99

EDITH DARLING, shrub. This rose is perfect to fill a container or a confined spot in the garden with a great flowering show of fragrant, full sized blooms. ........................................... 24.99

LEMON FIZZ®, deep yellow, non-fading flowers with glossy green foliage. Disease resistant shrub ........................................... 24.99

SPARKLE AND SHINE™, Floribunda. Brighten up your landscape with sparkling, long-lasting clear yellow color all season on a bushy and rounded, medium shrub. Clusters of double blooms with fruity fragrance cover handsome glossy, disease resistant foliage ........................................... 24.99

SOL DESIRE, Floribunda. Extreme yellow brings amazing color to the landscape as well as natural disease resistance ........................................... 24.99

NEW
SUN FLARE, Floribunda. A very popular landscaping variety; this bright lemon-yellow rose blooms generously, and since it’s non-fading, it continuously adds a sunny complement to the garden or makes a brilliant mass planting or border. The blooms have flat, wavy petals and are borne in clusters of 5-12 blooms. Disease resistant. 1985 AARS winner. ........................................ 24.99

SUNSHINE HAPPY TRAILS, groundcover. The mesmerizing yellow-gold flowers hold their color until the end of their cycle and the repeat bloom follows in abundance as well. ........................................ 19.99

SUNSPRITE, Floribunda. Long lasting deep yellow double blooms, strong licorice fragrance, rounded bush, good disease resistance. ........................................ 19.99

**Landscape Roses**

**WHITE**


**FIRST CRUSH**

FIRST CRUSH, Floribunda. This rose has an exhilarating and distinct perfume with sweet plum notes. ........................................ 24.99

ICEBERG, Floribunda. Profuse blooming, ice white double flowers in clusters on a hardy, disease resistant, medium rounded shrub, mild honey fragrance. Proven performer. ........................................ 19.99

MARGARET MERRILL, Floribunda. Exceptionally hardy and disease resistant. Exhibition-form blooms have ruffled petals of satin white with delicately blushed centers, intense citrus fragrance. NEW. ........................................ 19.99

MILWAUKEE’S CALATRAVA, shrub. A beautiful, intoxicatingly fragrant rose with pure white, double flowers. ........................................ 24.99

POP CORN DRIFT, shrub. Pop some fresh, carefree color into smaller spaces or front borders with this compact (1.5 x 2 ft), disease resistant and everblooming shrub. Produces heaps of small double flowers in creamy yellow that finish pure white, like buttermilk popcorn! ........................................ 24.99

POLAR EXPRESS, shrub. Floriferous rose with clusters of long-lasting ivory blooms. ........................................ 24.99

WHITE DRIFT, has bright white, fully double blooms perfectly shaped like a miniature rose flower. It has a true ground cover habit, with the superior disease resistance you would expect from a Drift® Groundcover rose. ........................................ 24.99

WHITE KNIGHT OUT, shrub. A white new addition to the Knock Out family of roses. It blooms from spring until frost. ........................................ 24.99

PINK

BELINDA’S DREAM, shrub. Thrives in heat and humidity, exceptional resistance to blackspot, double medium pink blooms with fruity fragrance, medium bushy plant. ........................................ 19.99

BLUSHING KNOCK OUT, shrub. A natural sport of “Knock Out®” capturing all of its parent’s virtues – free-flowering, low care, and blackspot resistant – with soft pink single blooms. ........................................ 24.99

BONICA, this tough, vigorous shrub has beautiful clusters of 2 1/2” shell pink flowers that bloom spring until late fall. 1987 AARS winner. ........................................ 24.99


CAREFREE WONDER, shrub. This rose is known for its hardiness, disease resistance, and recurrent semi-double, pink blooms. 1991 AARS winner. ........................................ 24.99

EASY TO PLEASE, this pink floribunda will please everyone with disease resistance and moderate clove fragrance. ........................................ 24.99

FAIRY MEDHILD, shrub. Displays a much more contained habit and superior disease resistance with vibrant pink strong color. ........................................ 24.99

FLAMINGO, shrub. Easy to grow, disease tolerant rose. Excellent deep pink non-fading color. ........................................ 24.99

FLAWLESS, Mini-Flora, heavy blooming pastel pink blooms with a perfect hybrid tea form. NEW ............ 24.99

LEONARDO DA VINCI, Floribunda. Saturated large pink blooms that form in clusters. In vigorous and blooming throughout the season. NEW ............ 24.99

**MOONLIGHT IN PARIS**, Floribunda. Warm pastel tones of pink and peach open into shades of cream white. Large clusters of medium double flowers put on a great show. Strain disease resistance, strong vigor. NEW ............ 24.99


PINK HOME RUN, shrub. A sport of “Home Run”® with velvety, warm pink, single flowers and all her “Dad’s” attributes – complete resistance to both blackspot and powdery mildew, low care, cold hardy, earth friendly, all-season flowering shrub with pleasing compact and rounded growth habit that excels in any landscape application. Put on your gloves, “KO”! You’re up against a Big Hitter! ........................................ 19.99

PINK KNOCK OUT, shrub. Non-stop bursts of powerful medium pink, single flowers on a carefree, disease resistant landscape shrub like its parent, “Knock Out®” Medium height, slightly spreading bush. ........................................ 24.99


SHINING MOMENT, Floribunda. It blooms non-stop throughout the season, excellent disease resistance. ........................................ 24.99

SWEET DRIFT, abundant, continuous flowering and exceptional disease resistance. Clear pink double flowers with dark green glossy foliage. ........................................ 24.99

THE FAIRY, Polyantha. The blueprint for modern shrub roses. Pastel pink clusters, low to medium, slightly cascading shrub. ........................................ 19.99

† denotes All America Rose Selections

denotes intense fragrance

† denotes own root
VOILET’S PRIDE

Bloom/Petals: High-centered, reflexed

Fragrance: Strong spicy clove

Foliage: Medium, upright, vigorous

Height/Habit: Medium, rounded, bushy

LAVENDER

CELESTIAL NIGHT

Bloom/Petals: High-centered blooms of blended rose pinched with rose in the style for a decade. The stout long stems form and are an unusual coral to geranium-red. Exceptionally tall, performs in any site. 24.99

HANSA

Parentage: Rubus x sweetharriot x blue siskiyou x prince

Fragrance: Lemon-honey, vivid medium. Intense spicy clove perfume, medium to tall, performs in any site. 19.99

LOVE SONG

Parentage: Rubus x sweetharriot x blue siskiyou x prince

Bloom/Petals: Large, full violet red flowers formed and are an unusual coral to geranium-red. Exceptionally large, medium upright, disease resistant. Exceptional health and vigor. 24.99

PLUM PERFECT

Parentage: Rubus x sweetharriot x blue siskiyou x prince

Bloom/Petals: Numerous intensely plum colored very double flowers. The rose performs very well in heat and humidity. 24.99

EARTH ANGEL

Bloom/Petals: Large double blooms in ever-changing, flashy multicolores apricot, yellow, orange, deep red – crown deep green foliage on a medium shrub. Vigorous, medium to tall, bushy growth that tolerates pruning. Moderate sweet spicy scent. 24.99

CINCO DE MAYO

Parentage: Rubus x sweetharriot x blue siskiyou x prince

Bloom/Petals: Large double blooms in ever-changing, flashy multicolored apricot, yellow, orange, deep red – crown deep green foliage on a medium shrub. Vigorous, medium to tall, disease resistant shrub. Ideal for the smaller garden among walkways, front borders. 24.99

FRAGRANT CLOUD

Parentage: Rubus x sweetharriot x blue siskiyou x prince

Bloom/Petals: Large double blooms in ever-changing, flashy multicolored apricot, yellow, orange, deep red – crown deep green foliage on a medium shrub. Vigorous, medium to tall, disease resistant shrub. Ideal for the smaller garden among walkways, front borders. 24.99

BULL’S EYE™️†, shrub. Years of hybridizing to create the novel-looking, semi-double ivory blooms with a cranberry eye marking the base of each petal. Repeat flowering shrub with superb blackspot resistance. Vigorous, medium to tall, bushy growth that tolerates pruning. Moderate sweet spicy scent. 24.99

CANDY CANE COCKTAIL

Parentage: Rubus x sweetharriot x blue siskiyou x prince

Bloom/Petals: Large double blooms in ever-changing, flashy multicolored apricot, yellow, orange, deep red – crown deep green foliage on a medium shrub. Vigorous, medium to tall, disease resistant shrub. Ideal for the smaller garden among walkways, front borders. 24.99

ECHINACEA "æ" LEAF

Parentage: Rubus x sweetharriot x blue siskiyou x prince

Bloom/Petals: Large double blooms in ever-changing, flashy multicolored apricot, yellow, orange, deep red – crown deep green foliage on a medium shrub. Vigorous, medium to tall, disease resistant shrub. Ideal for the smaller garden among walkways, front borders. 24.99

FRANKLY SCARLET

Parentage: Rubus x sweetharriot x blue siskiyou x prince

Bloom/Petals: Large double blooms in ever-changing, flashy multicolored apricot, yellow, orange, deep red – crown deep green foliage on a medium shrub. Vigorous, medium to tall, disease resistant shrub. Ideal for the smaller garden among walkways, front borders. 24.99

HOT COCOA™️†, shrub. Years of hybridizing to create the novel-looking, semi-double ivory blooms with a cranberry eye marking the base of each petal. Repeat flowering shrub with superb blackspot resistance. Vigorous, medium to tall, bushy growth that tolerates pruning. Moderate sweet spicy scent. 24.99

The Mary Rose

Mary’s favorite makes a beautiful addition to any garden.

APRICOT DRIFT®️

Parentage: Rubus x sweetharriot x blue siskiyou x prince

Bloom/Petals: Medium-tall upright bush with disease resistant. Elaborate blooms with fruit fragrance. Big flower clusters cover the medium, rounded and bushy plant all season. Exceptional health and vigor. 24.99

ARCTIC BLUE

Parentage: Rubus x sweetharriot x blue siskiyou x prince

Bloom/Petals: Medium-tall upright bush that is disease resistant. Lilac pink blooms fading lavender blue with a cream reverse. The flower buds open slowly as if they were frozen in time and when the bloomed petals fall to the ground, they shower the ground in ice lavender blue snow. 24.99

BLENDS

ALFRED SISLEY

Parentage: Rubus x sweetharriot x blue siskiyou x prince

Bloom/Petals: Shrub with a bushy compact habit, very disease resistant. Excubant blooms in clusters of white, pinks, and reds on a yellow background. Prolific producer of flowers with a light fruity fragrance. Named after the great impressionist painter Alfred Sisley. 24.99

APRICOT DRIFT™️†

Parentage: Rubus x sweetharriot x blue siskiyou x prince

Bloom/Petals: Cover your ground with season-long, soft apricot drifts of color flowing on top low, slightly spreading (1.5 x 2.5ft), tough and disease resistant shrub. Ideal for the smaller garden among walkways, front borders. 24.99

CINCO DE MAYO™️†

Parentage: Rubus x sweetharriot x blue siskiyou x prince

Bloom/Petals: Non-stop fiesta of flowers in unique blend of smoked lavender and rusty red-orange on huge clusters. Double, informal blooms with green-apple scent parade over rounded shrub with clean foliage. 2009 AARS winner. 24.99

CANDY CANE COCKTAIL

Parentage: Rubus x sweetharriot x blue siskiyou x prince

Bloom/Petals: Displays blend of white, dark pink blooms. It has superior re-bloom and disease resistance. 24.99

CHIHULY™️

Parentage: Rubus x sweetharriot x blue siskiyou x prince

Bloom/Petals: Like a work of glass art, large double blooms in ever-changing, flashy multicolored apricot, yellow, orange, deep red – crown deep green foliage on a medium shrub. 24.99

CINCO DE MAYO™️†

Parentage: Rubus x sweetharriot x blue siskiyou x prince

Bloom/Petals: Non-stop fiesta of flowers in unique blend of smoked lavender and rusty red-orange on huge clusters. Double, informal blooms with green-apple scent parade over rounded shrub with clean foliage. 2009 AARS winner. 24.99

CINCO DE MAYO™️†

Parentage: Rubus x sweetharriot x blue siskiyou x prince

Bloom/Petals: Non-stop fiesta of flowers in unique blend of smoked lavender and rusty red-orange on huge clusters. Double, informal blooms with green-apple scent parade over rounded shrub with clean foliage. 2009 AARS winner. 24.99
**Ketchup and Mustard™**, Floribunda. An eye catching and fun-filled combo—bright ketchup red petals suffused with mustard yellow on reverse serve up bunches of bold blooms on top of glossy green foliage. Tidy, rounded shrub creates excitement in containers, theme gardens, small spaces... 24.99

**La Petit Prince**

**Life of the Party**
Floribunda. Medium upright bushy habit. Cupped shaped old-fashioned yellow blooms kissed with a pink blush. Long lasting blooms with a strong fruity scent. 2008 AARS winner... 24.99

**Mardi Gras**
Floribunda. The strong color is a blend of yellow, orange, and pink which produce a spectacular display. Perfect as a specimen, in combination plantings or compact hedge. 2008 AARS winner... 24.99

**Playboy**
Floribunda. What a flirt! Did that rose just wink its golden yellow 'eye'? This is an incredibly charming rose. Its bountiful blossoms are attractively colored flame orange with scarlet shading... 24.99

**Peachy Knock Out**
Shrub. A shell pink, yellow center, new addition to the Knock Out family of roses. It blooms from spring until frost... 24.99

**Rainbow Happy Trails**
Groundcover. The gold shimmers vibrantly as it is brushed with rich pink on the petals' edges. Powerhouse blooms non-stop throughout the season... 19.99

**Rainbow Knock Out**
Shrub. Bred from the famous “Knock Out”, with equally excellent resistance to blackspot, yet more floriferous and compact. Single blooms ranging from coral to pink with yellow eye cover the low, rounded shrub June to October. 2007 AARS winner... 24.99

**Rosie the Riveter**
Floribunda. Orange-gold suffused with pink, gold reverse. Moderate fruity fragrance... 24.99

**St Tropez**

**Take it Easy**
Shrub. Easy flower show in classic red — generous clusters of sharply pointed buds and medium-sized, globular blooms with lighter red reverse and white eye cover. Naturally disease resistant, shiny dark green foliage. Medium upright, bushy shrub, slight tea fragrance... 24.99

**Watercolors Home Run**
Shrub. Medium. Yellow gold with pink blush. The Home Run varieties are well known for their disease resistance and excellent flower production... 19.99

**David Austin English Roses**

---

**Brother Cadfael**
This rose bears some of the largest blooms to be found. Their color is a soft rose pink. Growth is strong. Rich old rose fragrance... 29.99

**Charlotte**
Exquisite, cup-shaped blooms of soft yellow. A lovely tea rose fragrance. Very healthy and hardy. Bushy compact growth and repeat flowers very well. 29.99

**Claire Austin**
Large cupped creamy white blooms that produce a strong fragrance of myrrh and vanilla. Elegant arching shrub great for border. NEW... 29.99

**Crown Princess Margarita™**
Well-formed apricot orange rosettes with strong, fruity tea rose fragrance. Tough, disease resistant. Vigorous arching growth suitable as climber for wall, pillar, or prune to maintain shrub form... 29.99

**Darcey Bussel**
Beautiful, deep crimson rosettes with delightful fruity fragrance. An exceptional variety which flowers freely and repeats well. Very healthy... 29.99

**Eglantine**
One of our most beautiful roses. Perfectly formed, soft pink blooms with a charming, sweet Old Rose fragrance. An exceptionally healthy and reliable garden rose... 29.99

**Falstaff**
Dark crimson, fully petalled and cupped blooms with strong Old Rose perfume. Medium to tall spreading habit with vigorous, upright canes that can be trained as short climber for fence or trellis... 29.99

**Gentle Hermione™**
Attractive rounded bush open to shallow cups with perfectly arranged petals in pearly pink, paling to soft blush. Rain resistant blooms radiate intense warm classic Old Rose perfume with hint of myrrh. Medium-growing, well branched shrub with very good repeat bloom... 29.99

**Gertrude Jekyll®**
The quintessential Old Rose fragrance captured in large, fully petalled, rosette-shaped blooms of rich glowing pink. Vigorous upright growth for back border, fence, or low trellis. Prune to promote repeat Bloom. Voted “England’s Favorite Rose.”... 29.99

**Golden Celebration®**
This is one of the largest-flowered and most magnificent of our English Roses. Arching shrub with ample foliage. It is very reliable and easy to grow. An ideal rose to mark any celebration or important event... 29.99

**Graham Thomas®**
Rich golden yellow, cupped flowers on long arching canes that can be trained along a fence, wall or as a low climber, or summer prune to maintain shrub habit. Intense Tea Rose and fruit perfume. Recipient of the James Mason award and voted “The World’s Favorite Rose”... 29.99

**Harlow Carr®**
Medium-sized, pure pink rosettes with strong old rose fragrance. Exceptional repeat-flowering. Very tough and healthy... 29.99

**Imogen**
Soft lemon blooms with frilled petals. The lemon color softens to almost cream with a light fragrance of fresh apple. The name is from a character from Cymbeline by William Shakespeare and honors the 400th anniversary year of his death. A healthy, sturdy and upright shrub. NEW... 29.99

**Jubilee Celebration**
Large, domed, rich salmon-pink flowers. Deliciously fruity scent with hints of fresh lemon and raspberry... 29.99

**Lady Emma Hamilton**
Rich, tangerine-orange blooms on an upright, bushy shrub of medium height. Blooms produce a strong, fruity fragrance. NEW... 29.99

---

**Abraham Darby**
Deeply cupped, peachy-pink with pale yellow reverse, fruity fragrance, climbing habit for wall or trellis... 29.99

**Boscobel**
Red buds open to attractive cups which blossom into classic rosettes with perfect form in rich salmon hues. Medium-strong myrrh fragrance with complex scents of hawthorn, elderflower, almond and pear. Upright medium bush with glossy dark green leaves, excellent choice for hedges... 29.99

**Gentle Hermione**
From a character from Cymbeline by William Shakespeare and honors the 400th anniversary year of his death. This rose bears some of the largest blooms to be found. Their color is a soft rose pink. Growth is strong. Rich old rose fragrance... 29.99

---

**20** **49**
LADY OF SHALOTT

- Striking apricot-yellow, chalice-shaped blooms. Healthy with vigorous, bushy growth. Ideal for inexperienced gardeners. NEW ........ 29.99

MARY ROSE

- Rose pink, old-fashioned blooms with powerful sweet Old Rose perfume, compact growth habit, consistent rebloom. NEW .................. 29.99

MOLINEUX

- Rich yellow flowers with a lovely musk, tea rose fragrance. Superb, healthy shrub with upright growth which is great for borders or hedges. NEW .................. 29.99

MUNSTEAD WOOD

- Strong Old Rose fragrance with fruity notes of blackberry, blueberry, and damson plum. Large blooms with full, ruffled centers in deep velvety crimson surrounded with lighter red outer petals. Compact broad and bushy shrub with good disease resistance. ................. 29.99

OLIVIA ROSE AUSTIN

- Outstanding rose in every way, surpassing our expectations...in fact, it is possibly the best rose that we have introduced to date and is one of the most disease-resistant of all the roses we know. ................. 29.99

PORT SUNLIGHT

- An excellent rose with deep apricot, rosette-shaped blooms and a rich tea scent. Vigorous, upright growth. Exceptionally reliable that is very resistant to disease. ......................... 29.99

PRINCESS ANNE

- A floriferous variety bearing large clusters of beautiful deep pink blooms. There is a lovely tea rose scent. Very healthy. NEW ................. 29.99

PRINCESS ALEXANDRIA OF KENT

- Unusually large, deeply cupped blooms filled with one hundred plus petals of warm glowing pink, framed with ring of soft pink outer petals. Delicious, strong tea fragrance with hints of lemon and black currant. Medium, bushy, and rounded shrub. ................. 29.99

QUEEN OF SWEDEN

- Formal and elegantly cupped blooms with incurved petals of soft glowing pink, classic myrrh fragrance. Short to medium upright bush with good repeat bloom and nearly disease-free foliage. ......................... 29.99

ROALD DAHL

- Beautiful cupped rosettes of perfect peach coloring with a lovely tea fragrance. A very rounded and bushy shrub with few thorns. The delicate flowers are robust enough to withstand even the most inclement weather. A new English Rose name after beloved British author. NEW .......... 29.99

SCEPTERED ISLE

- Fragrance rated the highest by David Austin English roses — intense and enriching true myrrh — drifts from delicately cupped blooms in rich true pink with inner gold glow. Healthy upright shrub, very winter hardy. ................. 29.99

STRAWBERRY HILL

- Pure rose-pink blooms of superb quality. Award-winning myrrh fragrance. An excellent, tall, very healthy shrub. ................. 29.99

SUSAN WILLIAMS-ELLIOT

- Pure white rosette-shaped flowers with strong old rose scent. A compact shrub good for borders or hedges. NEW .................. 29.99

THE ALNWICK ROSE

- Rich old rose scent with broad cupped blooms on a reliable upright bushy shrub. NEW .......... 29.99

THE ANCIENT MARINE

- A healthy and vigorous large shrub that bears masses of large pink blooms with a strong myrrh fragrance. NEW ................. 29.99

THE LADY GARDENER

- Incredibly floriferous, nearly covering itself in perfume and flowers from late spring to frost. Large blooms are 4 in. wide, semi-double, rosette-shaped in a rich apricot shade. Lovely green semi-glossy foliage. Short, bushy with upright habit. ................. 29.99

THE POET’S WIFE

- Striking. Unfading lemon flowers stand out against the polished foliage and are matched with rich perfume of lemon becoming sweeter and stronger with age. ................. 29.99

TRANQUILITY

- Hint of soft yellow in bud as it opens. Finishing pure white in perfect round rosettes with orderly placed petals. Light apple fragrance. An English Musk hybrid with very upright (5 x 3ft), vigorous growth and disease resistant, light green foliage on nearly thornless stems. Suitable for borders, hedges. ......................... 29.99

WINCHESTER CATHEDRAL


WOOLLERTON OLD HALL

- One of the most fragrant English Roses with rare, distinct myrrh scent. Plump buds open into round chalice blooms in buttery yellow with tints of apricot, then pale to soft cream. Upright canes with few thorns suitable as short climber. Soft hue of blooms blends into any landscape color theme. ......................... 29.99

Everblooming Climbing Roses

- Single or double flower, usually grown on fence, trellis, or post, some on own root. All bloom on old and new growth. (+ Denotes own root)

ABOVE ALL

- “A Westerland” improved – fuller blooms, larger flower clusters, more repeat bloom all season — that retains high disease resistance, winter hardiness and vigor. Salmon orange-old-fashioned, cupped blooms with fruity fragrance. Climbing canes 10-14 ft. ......................... 24.99

ALL ABLAZE

- Fully petalled, ruffled true red blooms that repeat quickly. Hardy, vigorous, a consistent performer, 8-12 ft. canes, light spice fragrance. ......................... 24.99

AMERICA

- Smooth salmon color, 10-12 ft. height, strong spicy fragrance. 1976 AARS winner ................. 19.99
**NEW 2019**

**ARBOROSE KISS ME KATE**, a repeat bloomer and a vigorous climber! It is extremely fragrant with notes of citrus, apple, vintage rose, and raspberry. This vigorous climber is happy to cover your arbor and trellises. Can climb up to 10 feet in height and spread up to 4 feet. Great resistance to black spot and downy mildew. 

**BLAZE** (Improved), scarlet red, hardy, a standard for red climbers, 12-14 ft. canes, tea scent 

**NEW 2019**

**CHERRY FROST**, a solid cane hardy zone 4 rose with beautiful clusters of smaller red blooms. It will repeat bloom throughout the season in abundance. It has superior disease resistance and performs well on its own roots. 

**CLOUD 10**, has exceptionally clean foliage and a very full white flower similar to the English roses. 

**COLETTE**, old-fashioned, heavenly damask-scented, pink blooms. Extremely disease resistant foliage. 

**DON JUAN**, everblooming, deep red, strong rose fragrance, quickly growing to heights of 12 ft. 

**EDEN CLIMBER**, fully double, large old-fashioned blooms in soft blended pink, mild fragrance. Excellent repeat bloomer once established; exceptionally winter hardy and disease resistant, 10-12 ft. 

**FLORENTINA**, a very robust and winter-hardy climber with nostalgic red flowers that bloom throughout the season. Foliage is disease resistant dark and glossy. 

**FOURTH OF JULY™**, 1999 AARS: Large, ruffled, semi-double blooms in velvet red striped with bright white. Sweet rose and fresh cut apple fragrance. Large, showy clusters on vigorous canes (10-14 ft.), winter hardy. NEW 

**GOLDEN SHOWERS**: this climber boasts elegant long buds; loose, ruffled daffodil-yellow blooms with maroon stamens; and a sweet honey fragrance. 1957 AARS winner 

**HIGHLAND FLYER**, climber. Bred by Will Radler the Knock Out creator, this rose has a very strong vibrant hot pink color with excellent disease resistance 

**HONEYMOON**, climber. Creamy blended flowers on a moderate size climber. Suitable for lower fences and small arbors. 

**JOSEPH’S COAT**, striking kaleidoscopic clusters of multi-colored blooms that open yellow-orange then vary between orange, pink and red. Blooms on old and new wood 

**LAGUNA™†**, light up your garden with electric deep pink, fruit-scented double blooms! With the arrival of warm weather, Laguna™ sets its rounded, magenta buds in clusters of 6 to 8. Each of these open to 3 to 4 inch, fully double blooms that are packed with 45 to 55 petals and fantastically fragrant, repeat in encore blooms all summer long. Reaching about 8 feet tall. NEW 

**NEW DAWN**, cameo pink, sweetly fragrant flowers, very vigorous growth to 20 ft. 

**PELARGONIUMS**, large, fully double blooms in pastel pink with strong, spicy rose fragrance. Vigorous and free-flowering, 10 ft. canes.

**POLKA**, a vigorous rose combines old fashion with repeat flowering. Disease resistant and winter hardy. 

**PRETTY IN PINK EDEN™**, like its parent—extremely winter hardy, vigorous and disease resistant — yet with deep pink blooms with more petals and more fragrance, moderate floral vintage rose. Canes 10-12 ft. 

**QUICK SILVER**, climber. Very double romantic lavender flowers and very dark green healthy foliage. 

**RASPBERRY CREAM TWIRL™†**, the first striped climber with classic exhibition form – 100 plus petals, medium to dark pink, streaked with white and light pink form large cупped blooms with mild green apple scent. Abundant and continuous flowering, very glossy disease resistant foliage, 10-12 ft. canes 

**RED EDEN™†**, repeat flowering, tall-growing canes (10-12 ft.) with old-fashioned, fully-petalled, rich red blooms with classic rose fragrance. Disease resistant and cold hardy. 

**SALLY HOLMES™†**, a classic favorite, this unique rose blooms in hydrangea-like clusters. The plant is very free flowering and disease resistant. 

**SKY’S THE LIMIT™**, hardy, vigorous canes (10-12 ft.) with clean foliage. Clusters of ruffled, medium flowers in buttery yellow, slight fruity fragrance. 

**WESTERLAND™**, spiced rose perfume, clusters of large, double apricot orange blooms, free flowering, disease resistant, 10-12 ft. canes. 

**WHITE DAWN™**, white, fragrant, extremely hardy, vigorous growth to 12 ft. 

**WHITE EDEN™**, old fashioned, white flowers cover this very vigorous climber from head to toe in the spring and contrast nicely with its dark foliage. Disease resistant. 

**WILLIAM BAFFIN™†**, this is one tough rose with proven cold hardiness, but this free-flowering bush, which sets clusters of 50 flat-petaled deep strawberry-pink blooms is as pretty as it is tough.
Winner’s Circle™, from the breeder of “Knock Out®”, extremely winter hardy, heat tolerant, disease resistant, climbs 10-12 ft. Large, semi-double blooms in non-fading fire engine red all season. Attractive burgundy foliage and bright orange rose hips in fall .......................................................... 24.99

ZEPHERINE DROUHIN

ZEPHERINE DROUHIN, nearly thornless antique climber that tolerates light shade. Abundant, sweetly fragrant deep rose blooms late spring, followed by blooms in fall. .......................................................... 24.99

Miniflora Roses

Those roses whose leaf structure and leaf morphology and bloom structure are essentially smaller than a floribunda but larger than the typical miniature.

DEJA BLU

DEJA BLU, flowers are deep mauve with magenta highlights, extremely fragrant. This rose is nearly thornless. .......................................................... 24.99

FIRST IMPRESSION

FIRST IMPRESSION, subtle licorice scent and striking yellow flowers make this variety simply irresistible! Extremely disease resistant........................................ 24.99

FLAWLESS, heavy blooming with pink blooms, perfect hybrid tea form. Extremely disease resistant (See photo under Miniflora Roses Header). .......................................................... 24.99

Miniature Roses

Amber Sunblaze™, miniature. This rose has bright orange blooms and is a real show showstopper. It’s perfect for walkways, containers or gardens .......................................................... 19.99

Autumn Sunblaze™, miniature. Bright orange blooms from spring until fall, persisting through hot, dry summer months. Perfect for walkways, containers or gardens .......................................................... 19.99

Bridal Sunblaze™, the soft white, fully double blooms are extremely long-lasting and durable in all condition .......................................................... 19.99

NEW 2019

Candy Sunblaze™, is the first striped addition to the Sunblaze® series. The stripping effect is sometimes less pronounced in hot weather. It maintains an excellent habit and makes a great container plant. It has great vigor on its own roots. NEW .......................................................... 24.99

Cherry Sunblaze™, true bright red, fully double blooms, floribundas, compact and bushy growth (12-15 in) .......................................................... 19.99

Coffee Bean™, well-formed, double blooms with smoky red-orange petals inside, shiny rusty orange outside .......................................................... 19.99

CUTIE PIE™, miniature. The exquisite, high-centered buds are yellow with a light overlay of pink that is delicately blended to create that delightful long-lasting peachy color .......................................................... 19.99

Diamond Eyes™, double black-purple with sparkling white eye, intense clove and spice fragrance .......................................................... 19.99

Hot and Sassy™, miniature. Smokey dark orange with a yellow eye, finishes a silver blue. Slight fragrance .......................................................... 24.99

Mandarin Sunblaze™, bright orange, full blooms with light, spicy fragrance. Vigorous, bushy, very glossy foliage .......................................................... 19.99

Rainbow's End™, 1986 ARS award of Excellence. Shapely double blooms in deep yellow blushing to orange-red, proven consistent performer .......................................................... 19.99

Rainbow Sunblaze™, this vigorous and bushy rose has yellow, orange and red blooms. It is perfect for containers, walkways and borders .......................................................... 19.99

Red Sunblaze™, miniature. Has a vivid red color. It’s perfect for walkways, containers or gardens .......................................................... 19.99

Ruby Ruby™, pointed buds open to fully double velvet red blooms, glossy foliage .......................................................... 19.99

Salmon Sunblaze™, miniature. Salmon color, glossy foliage. It’s perfect for walkways, containers or gardens .......................................................... 19.99

Sweet Sunblaze™, full and double, refreshing clear pink blooms with unfading color, bushy upright growth .......................................................... 19.99

Yellow Sunblaze™, winter hardy, vigorous growth. Will bloom non-stop spring through fall .......................................................... 19.99

STANDARD (TREE-FORM) ROSES

PREMIUM #1 GRADE
HAND-CUTTED & HAND-GROOMED

MINIATURE TREE ROSES – 18”

Cutie Pie®

Edith's Darling®

18 inch standard, true miniatures in tree form $49.99

*Available in May *5 container

PATIO TREE ROSES – 24”

Arctic Blue

Doris Day®

LIFE OF THE PARTY

Celestial Night

LOVE SONG®

Iceberg

SEXY REXY®

Julia Child

WHITE LICORICE®

*Available in May *5 container

TREE ROSES – 36”

All Dressed Up

Pretty Lady Rose

Chihuahua

ST. PATRICK®

Double Delight

Strike It Rich®

Mister Lincoln

Twilight Zone®

Neptune®

ERTIDE/JULIA CHILD (two varieties in one tree!) 36 inch standard, excellent choice for containers $59.99

*Available in May *5 container
Roses
Growing tips for success

REQUIREMENTS:
Roses require a well-drained, medium loam, slightly acidic soil. The location site should have full sun exposure (minimum of 5 hours) and plenty of air circulation, but avoid windy sites.

Prepare raised beds and mix organic matter, such as peat moss and compost approximately 12 inches deep, to improve the soil’s drainage and aeration.

PLANTING:
1) Dig a hole several inches wider and deeper than the pot that the rose is growing in.
2) Trim the fiber-pot rim so that it is below soil level in the pot. (Roses grown in plastic pots should be removed from the pot before planting)
3) Set the pot or root ball in the hole so that the bud union is 1 to 2 inches below the soil level. Backfill with amended soil and water well to settle the soil. Then mulch the rose bed to retain moisture.

WATERING:
ROSES SHOULD RECEIVE THE EQUIVALENT OF 1” OF RAIN A WEEK FROM THE SPRING THROUGHOUT THE FALL.

In the early spring, water from overhead to prevent the canes from drying out. After the foliage appears, apply water directly to the soil. Keeping water off the leaves helps to prevent foliar diseases, such as black spot.

PEST CONTROL:
Roses’ susceptibility to disease, such as black spot or powdery mildew, differs from variety to variety. Good cultural practices and proper care are the first defenses to minimize injury from disease and insects. Follow our guidelines on preparing the soil, planting, watering, fertilizing, and pruning roses. When chemical controls are necessary, please consult our nursery personnel to find the proper product for your situation.

PRUNING:
Objectives: Remove dead and crossed canes. Shape and thin for good air circulation, and to encourage flower production.

- Heavy pruning is done early to mid-April, not in the fall.
- Use sharp, strong pruning shears that leave no ragged edges.
- Cut no more than 1/4” above a bud at 45° angle.
- Cut out all deadwood and diseased stems. All thin, crossed, and weak stems should be removed. Only healthy stems should now remain. Now continue to prune according to the type of rose. Please refer to the chart below for specific details.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE OF ROSE</th>
<th>NEWLY PLANTED</th>
<th>ESTABLISHED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid Tea</td>
<td>(12 months or less) Prune 4-6” from the ground. This helps to stimulate fresh shoots close to the plant’s base.</td>
<td>(More than 12 months) Cut healthy stems to half their length, 12 to 24” in height.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floribunda</td>
<td>Prune 6” from the ground.</td>
<td>Old stems should be extremely cut back to just a few inches from the base. Prune new stems to shape.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miniature</td>
<td>No pruning required.</td>
<td>Cut healthy stems to half their length.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shrub &amp; Rugosa</td>
<td>No pruning required.</td>
<td>Trim to shape. Remove no more than 1/3 of growth.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climber</td>
<td>No pruning required.</td>
<td>Remove the dead wood and withered shoot tips.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FERTILIZING:
Maintain a regular fertilizing program during the months of May through August, and a last application in late fall after a killing frost. You may select either a granular or liquid fertilizer. Please apply the fertilizer according to the manufacturer's label and directions. Liquid fertilizers will need to be applied more frequently than granular fertilizers.

DISBUDDING:
Many Hybrid Teas produce more than one flower bud at the end of each shoot. If you want extremely large flower specimens, you will need to remove the side buds by nipping them out with your thumb and finger as soon as they are visible. This procedure, known as disbudding, allows the stronger terminal bud to develop to its maximum size.

DEADHEADING:
The removal of dead blooms is an important task of Floribundas and Hybrid Teas. When the flowers fade, it is recommended to cut the stem just above the second or third leaf down. Energy will then be converted to new flower shoot production.

WINTER PROTECTION:
Protect your roses from winter elements - cold temperatures, drying winds, extreme temperature fluctuations - to achieve continued success year after year. Strong, healthy roses have better chances of winter survival than weak, stressed plants. Follow our guidelines for site selection, soil preparation, planting, and seasonal care. Remember to water as needed throughout the fall and avoid fertilizer with nitrogen in late summer and early fall as plants enter dormancy. Prepare your roses for winter after killing frosts but before soil freezes, which in central Ohio is usually late November to mid-December. Here are some guidelines for different rose types.

Hybrid Teas, Grandifloras, Floribundas, Miniatures:
Prune tall canes back to 30-36 inches to avoid wind and ice damage. Clean up leaf debris around plants. Mound soil, mulch, sawdust, wood chips or a combination over center of the bush 12-18 inches. You can also use collars or cylinders made of rigid plastic, wire mesh, or burlap stretched around stakes surrounding each plant, then packed with soil or mulch. Rose cones made of waxed cardboard filled with mulch are another alternative. (Anchor cone with a stone or sod pins. Make certain top of cone is open to allow for air circulation.) Remove protective covers, soil, and mulch from around roses when severe winter weather has passed, usually early to mid April in central Ohio. Leave 2 or less inches of mulch around bushes, if desired.

Shrubs and Rugosas:
Prepare these roses as described for hybrid teas in the first season as they will be newly established. In following winters, minimal or no protection should be necessary (unless in extremely exposed, harsh site), as the majority of these roses are very cold hardy.

Antiques and English:
Cold hardiness depends upon variety. Protect these roses as described for hybrid teas in first winter and consult our rose experts for further advice.

Climbers and Ramblers:
Require minimal protection, as most varieties Oakland Nursery offers are cold hardy for our area (Zone 5) and will weather through average winters with acceptable injury. Mound soil or mulch at base of plant 12-18 inches. For tender varieties in exposed sites, protect canes from damage of desiccating, drying winds by wrapping in layers of burlap, frost cloth (no plastic) over canes. Pack straw, leaves, etc., inside covering for added protection.

Tree (Standard) Roses:
When grown in the ground-
1. Bury entire plant with soil and mulch. To do this, dig up one half of root system and bend the plant over into a trench deep and large enough to accommodate the whole tree. Cover all parts completely with soil and mulch.
2. When site does not allow space for horizontal burying, carefully dig up entire plant and bury in trench as described above in other area, such as vegetable garden, annual bed. Replant rose in desired site in April.

When grown in containers-
After killing frost, leave rose unpruned and move inside unheated garage or shed in warmest spot. Water just enough to keep soil moist, not wet or soggy. Temperatures of 15°F or lower for extended period can damage plant. Temperature range of 25-45°F is optimal for maintaining dormancy. Move outdoors after threat of freeze has passed (approximately mid-April) and prune when plant first breaks dormancy. Follow this method for all types of roses grown in containers.
### The Grand Champion™

**Red Rose**  
*Rosa 'Meimacota’*

This compact grower dons 3-inch double red flowers that bloom in late spring through summer. Reaches 4 feet tall and wide. Excellent disease resistance and is perfect for borders and beds. Drought tolerant.

---

Photos used courtesy of:  
(1) ®Weeks Roses  
(2) Star Roses and Plants  
(3) David Austin Roses  
(4) Certified Roses
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Oakland Nurseries – Four Convenient Locations – Our 79th Year

1156 Oakland Park Ave  
Columbus, OH 43224  
614-268-3511

4261 W. Dublin-Granville Rd  
Dublin, OH 43017  
614-874-2400

25 Kilbourne Rd  
Delaware, OH 43015  
740-369-5454

5211 Johnstown Rd  
New Albany, OH 43054  
614-917-1020